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SANTOKU
CORPORATION:

NUMEDICO
TECHNOLOGIES:

Universal Innovative
Technology Developers in
Corporate Business

A Global Leader in
Presenting
Cutting-Edge Medical
Technologies

CANON
BUSINESS
PROCESS
SERVICES:
Placing A Premium on
Innovation

WOLF SPIRIT
DISTILLERY:
An Innovative and
Independent
Spirits Start-up

PERFECT
CORP.:

ADGS COMPUTER
SYSTEMS:

Innovative AI and AR
Beauty Tech Solutions
Provider

Developers of Cutting-Edge
Algorithms to Build
Futuristic Applications

PROCESS
TECHNOLOGY:
Empowering Innovation in Thermal and Power Solutions
Sid Srivastava, Senior Vice President, Head of Strategy | Jody Richards, President

The outbreak of Covid-19 has exposed companies all over
the globe to a challenging, alien business landscape. The
ones that have made it even through the most adverse
conditions are the storm-stoppers in this pandemic-hit
scenario. Necessity being the mother of invention in most
cases, business organizations and industry models resorted
to creating new technologies to remain operational during
the entire catastrophic phase of shutdown.
In any circumstances, it takes a lot for a company to etch
a mark on the map of the most significant industries in
the world. This being said, with the increasing challenges
emerging out of the COVID 19 crisis, there are companies
that have shown exemplary initiatives in revamping their
business format to a more compatible and complaint version
in terms of the present day requirements.
Not only was such revamping or reconfiguring essential for
business houses to harness employee coordination, work
structures and supply chain firmly together, but also it was of
equal importance to garner and retain the trust and reliance
of consumers. Besides maintaining customer relations,
trust and reliance also plays a big role in procuring capital
funding from investors.
In this latest edition, The CEO Views brings to you the list of
“Top xx Most Influential Companies to Count on in 2021”. We
have picked the companies who have been laser-focused
to be on the innovative side to overcome the obstacles
brought forth by the pandemic. The list of top xx influential
companies in 2021 aims to aid business organizations and
aspiring individuals to achieve their professional goals,
rising above the socially distanced working structures.
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VIRTUAL CLAIMS
ADJUSTER:
Revolutionizing the Insurance
Claims Industry with Technology

John Varghese,
CEO

The founder of Virtual Claims Adjuster (“VCA”), Lee Picano
started his career in the insurance industry working as a
claims adjuster. After 7 years, he decided to follow his true
passion and became a technology guru. Once a certiﬁed
guru, he decided to combine his passion for technology with
his domain expertise and started building claims
management software. VCA is over 15 years old, so the
journey was slow and methodical, one customer at a time. As
he realized that there was a growing demand for VCA, he
made the leap and focused exclusively on VCA and at the
same time, talked his wife into joining him. Together they
started this amazing journey. Ilda Cairns joined them and has
evolved into the most valued member of VCA’s team. Ilda is
now a key member of the organization’s management team
and brings the same passion even today as she did 14 years
ago. VCA started as a claims management tool build by an
adjuster with an adjuster in mind. Today, VCA continues to
evolve as it addresses all lines of insurance and is used by
insurance companies, third party administrators, IA ﬁrms,
self-insured entities and captives globally.

Virtual Claims Adjuster’s business platform
pioneered various new concepts in the insurance
industry. “VCA is built by an adjuster for
adjusters”, said John Varghese, CEO, Virtual
Claims Adjuster. Concepts such as the
introduction of Software as a Service (SaaS)
business models, both user and incident-based
costing options, enhanced environment options,
mobile platforms, and many more. The VCA
brand has become synonymous with quality and
we are best known for our industry-leading
uptime and reliability, rapid support response
times, and ability to offer consultative services as
required. Customers have always come ﬁrst. This
client-ﬁrst approach is still a core tenet of its
culture. VCA did not have an external-facing
sales team until recently. The company’s sales
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growth came from word of mouth and the
references of its satisﬁed customers. Today, VCA
is in over 15 countries and steadily growing.
Dealing with a diverse group of companies
around the world provided VCA with the
opportunity to learn about the demands that are
placed on different regions and different
companies as well as the business challenges
that they face. This information is very valuable
when building a claims system, as it allows it to
implement solutions to problems that some of its
clients have yet to face. In addition to this key
information, it ensures that VCA pays attention to
its clients' input. All product enhancement
requests are tracked and monitored by its
Support team. When a speciﬁc feature is

frequently requested, VCA completes an in-depth
review of the feature. VCA’s business analysts help to
identify how the feature will affect other clients,
industries, or in some cases other features in VCA.
Based on the analyst’s workﬂow recommendations, its
interface team will put together mock-ups of how the
feature will look and how it will be used. At this point its
development team builds the additional VCA feature, it
ﬂows through our quality assurance team for testing and
is scheduled for deployment.
Technology is advancing rapidly. Inefﬁcient operations
can no longer compete with the efﬁciency and accuracy
of ﬁrms that have implemented an advanced claims
management system. Working with clients around the
world has shown how even small course corrections can
make a big impact and drive signiﬁcant efﬁciencies,
client satisfaction, and business growth. These beneﬁts
make even more impact as companies scale in size.
Virtual Claims Adjuster is very user-friendly and easy to
train new staff on. It is always changing and updating,
with the support team that is very fast to help when there
are questions or requests.
In today’s complex business world, it has become
increasingly important that insurance ﬁle handlers are
utilizing some form of claim management software.
Claim Management software helps organizations
become more efﬁcient and organized. If properly
executed, it should allow companies to offer a higher
level of service with less overhead, thereby increasing
their bottom line. There are several claim management
software systems on the market today. File handlers can
determine which suits their needs concerning:
♦

Costing

♦

Scalability

♦

Quality of service

♦

Data Analytics

♦

Integrations

♦

Flexibility

♦

How evolved the feature set is

Mapping to the insurance industry work ﬂows and the
claim management processes has allowed VCA to be
inﬁnitely ﬂexible. This allows the organization to not
only satisfy all lines of insurance, but also become a
solution to various other industries such as case
management, third party administrators, Lloyd’s
syndicates, property management, municipal incident
management, self-insured organizations, and the
transportation and legal industry. At the core, VCA is a
very easy to use, intuitive system for its users. The

“

VCA offers the best
services by implementing
high level technologies
and data analytics
backed by Security and
compliance.

”

journey was about customers, service, and
functionality. Knowing the industry from the ground up
has enabled VCA to offer a comprehensive solution.
VCA offers the best services by implementing high
level technologies and data analytics backed by
Security and compliance. Virtual Claims Adjuster
has plans for technological expansion on Tech stack
upgrades; payment processing; data analytics and
artiﬁcial
intelligence
and
adding
policy
management. VCA was the ﬁrst to offer SAAS
products for the claims industry. The organization
takes pride in the continuous evolution of VCA and
as such is excited about upcoming evolutions to our
technology road map and not all of which can be
shared at this time. VCA will enable better use of
data by its customers by providing an enhanced
analytics engine. It will add policy management to
the offering in the near future.
With proven ROI, VCA pays for itself quickly.
Additionally, it can also help clients tap into revenue
streams that would not have been attainable
without a web-based application. Virtual Claims
Adjuster’s clients become more efﬁcient, deliver a
higher level of service, and can take on more work
without having to increase their overhead. VCA is
committed to its clients and their continued growth
and success in their chosen industries. Over the past
two decades, VCA has become more than just
another web-based Claims Management System.
Virtual Claims Adjuster has become a recognized
brand among insurers, claims syndicates, and
business professionals worldwide.
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